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Introduction:  This is the first report for a new re-

search project recently supported by the Mars Funda-

mental Research Program (MFRP) of NASA.  Funding

for the new grant (NNX07AQ71G) was received dur-

ing late summer of 2007.  The field work that repre-

sents the core of the research was planned around a

late spring time frame, so we were unable to conduct

new field studies this year once the funding became

available.  Here we present the rationale for the re-

search, along with plans for applying the results to im-

prove our understanding of topographic benches ob-

served within some large impact craters on Mars.

Background:  A previous MFRP grant to JRZ

collected precision topographic profiles (using Differ-

ential Global Positioning System, DGPS, surveys)

across several sets of pluvial beach ridges in Nevada

[1-3].  The DGPS data provided precise profile infor-

mation which allowed us to quantitatively demonstrate

that MOLA shot spacing is too large to adequately

resolve Nevada-like pluvial beach ridges on Mars [4].

The previous work was aimed at testing the northern

ocean hypothesis for Mars [e.g., 5, 6], which  remains

quite controversial after both imaging [7, 8] and

MOLA [9, 10] evaluations of the hypothesis.  The new

research focuses on field documentation of both ero-

sional and depositional pluvial features on Earth that

can be used to test a pluvial origin for terraced benches

inside large Martian impact craters (Fig. 1).  While the

  
Figure 1. Terraced bench inside an impact crater at

14.6°S, 185.4°E. THEMIS day IR over MDIM.

new work shifts attention away from the hypothesized

northern ocean to isolated crater basins, the new results

may also shed light on the on-going debate about the

northern ocean on Mars.

Planned Research:  The proposed field work in-

volves three separate surveying trips in each of the

three years of the grant.  We selected sites that display

both erosional and depositional features associated

with glacial-age lakes present within the valleys that

comprise the Basin and Range province in northern

Nevada and southern Oregon (Fig. 2).  The first trip is

Figure 2.  Physiographic setting for field study sites

(SRTM; 38 to 42°N, 114 to 120°W). W = Lake Win-

nemucca, S = Spring Valley.  Study sites, 1 = Lower

Alkali Lake, 2 = Long Valley, 3 = Summer Lake.

planned for the Lower Alkali Lake area in western

Nevada (see 1 in Fig. 2).  In preparation of the pro-

posal, numerous shorelines at this location were

mapped on digitized aerial photographs obtained from

a USGS web site.  A US highway runs through the

southern portion of the Alkali Lakes, which should

provide excellent access to the shorelines in the area.

We will conduct km-long DGPS transects across

shorelines and erosional benches at several locations

around the paleolake, similar to a DGPS transect we

obtained in Spring Valley during the previous grant

(Fig. 3).  The Trimble R8 DGPS equipment used for

the surveys provides point measurements with ~2 cm

horizontal and ~4 cm vertical precision [11].  This pre-

cision will document the topography of pluvial features

at a scale commensurate with the resolution of new

orbital data for Mars such as HiRISE [12], and also
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Figure 3.  DGPS survey data from Spring Valley, NV,

obtained 4/04.  Precision is ~2 cm horizontal and ~4

cm vertical.  Vertical surface views correspond to lo-

cations indicated as A, B, and C along the transect.

allow us to assess whether any tectonic tilting has

taken place along the terrestrial shorelines since the

glacial lakes disappeared.

The second study location is the southern end of

Long Valley, NV, where both erosional scarps and

depositional beach ridges are well preserved (see 2 in

Fig. 2).  Of particular interest is an erosional scarp that

appears to be coincident with the beach ridge of the

high stand for the latest glacial lake in Long Valley

(Fig. 4); we will be able to measure precisely the ele-

vations of all such features and constrain whether or

not they represent the same geopotential level.

The third study location is the southern margin of

Summer Lake in south-central Oregon (see 3 in Fig. 2).

As at Lower Alkali Lake, the pluvial features at Sum-

mer Lake are occur on terrain much steeper than those

at Spring Valley (Fig. 2) or Long Valley (Fig. 4), and

may be more comparable to slopes encountered around

terraces within Martian impact craters.

At all three study locations, the detailed topography

of these shore landforms will help to evaluate datasets

and methods that might be used to detect features of

similar relief on Mars, as well as the geologic settings

where they might not be completely reworked.

Summary:  We are optimistic that the new field

work funded by MFRP grant NNX07AQ71G will pro-

vide important topographic and associated surface

sedimentological data that should prove helpful in

evaluating the viability of a pluvial origin for terraced

impact craters on Mars.

Figure 4.  Southern end of Long Valley, NV. a) Verti-

cal view. b) Erosional scarp, outlined by white line, at

an elevation similar to that of the highstand shoreline

in part c. c) Road along highstand shoreline, looking

east.  Shorelines profile indicated by white line; arrow

indicates scarp shown in part b.  Photos taken 4/04.
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